
SYSTEMS &
PROCESSES

Systems: Your Secret
Ingredient for Scaling
Your Business



The checklists your shipping clerks follow to ensure that
all orders are shipped correctly.

CHECKLISTS

The orientation process for all new clients when you begin
working together.

ORIENTATION PROCESS

The standardised contracts you use with all your new hires
and vendors. 

STANDARDISED CONTRACTS

SYSTEMS INCLUDE DOCUMENTS AND PROCESSES SUCH AS: 

WHAT IS A SYSTEM?

Systems are the reliable processes and procedures that
empower your business to consistently produce an excellent
result for your clients or customers. 

Systems are the documented best practices that increase
your company’s efficiency and reduce costly mistakes.

Systems are the concrete tools that help your business create
key results. 



BUSINESS SYSTEM HAS TWO LAYERS

Consists of the step-by-step
process or procedure you’ve
created to capture your best
practices and winning moves,
making it easier for your
company to replicate and scale
those successes.

1) THE PROCESS LAYER 

2) THE FORMAT LAYER

This is how you package and
present your system to your
team. 

This could be an automated
tracker or software that your
team uses to run the entire flow
of your business, or it could be
simple, low-tech tools like a
standardised form for each new
client to fill out upon arriving for
an appointment. 



WOULD YOU WANT TO USE 
THIS "SYSTEM"?

WHAT FORMAT IS BEST FOR THE JOB AT HAND?

IDEAS INCLUDE:

A training video that walks you through the process.

Screenshots along with this “how to” process.

A checklist that enables you to tick off items as you go,
electronically or manually.

Or a software driven interface that lets you input key data
to make the job easier such as an excel template with all
formulas created. 



A SIMPLE TEST TO KNOW IF YOU GOT
YOUR SYSTEM’S FORMAT CORRECT

Ask one simple question: Is your team using it? 

The real test is whether your team embraces it, ignores it, or
even worse, creates a shortcut system for the task.

If your business systems are simple, intuitive, and effective,
they will use them. 

If they’re confusing or cumbersome, they’ll ignore these
systems and may create their own “cheat sheets”
 Often these homespun, individual hybrids won't be scalable. 

In fact, they usually only work for that one team member and
only as long as the volume of your business stays relatively
level. 

Plus, even if this private shortcut works, rarely is it ever
captured in a way that the rest of your business can use it.
And when that team member goes, so does that know-how. 

To get the format layer right, watch the way your team
members use or don’t use, your systems. Don’t argue, don’t
preach, don’t cajole—simply observe. 

Take their behaviour as critical feedback to refine and
improve your systems. 

Remember, they’re meant to leverage, empower, and simplify
the lives of your employees, so don’t fall in love with any
specific system.
 
Rather, fall in love with the result it’s intended to generate.



Checklists 
Scripts 
Worksheets 
Custom forms 
Written guidelines 
Step-by-step instructions 
Software that automates a
process 
Merge documents with pre-done
data entry fields 
Databases of key information 
Pricing lists 
Templates and samples 
Written policies 
Common Q&A sheets 
Written “ warnings” for an area,
providing how to deal with
predictable problems 
Spreadsheets with built-in
formulas 
Camera-ready artwork 
Filing system (paper or
electronic) 
Pre-approved vendors lists 
Standardised equipment and parts 
Online communication tools for
effectively sharing information
(discussion forums, whiteboards,
social networks, etc.) 
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32 EFFECTIVE FORMATS TO PACKAGE
YOUR SYSTEMS

21. Delivery timetables
22. Job or role descriptions 
23. Instructional videos 
24. Illustrative picture or
      diagram 
25. Budget templates 
26. Automated data backups 
27. Project management 
      software with reusable    
      project pathways 
28. Reporting templates 
29. Organisational charts 
30. Pre-approved forms and 
      contracts 
31. A timeline or Master 
      Calendar 
32. Complete enterprise 
      management software

Here is a quick list of 25 potential formats for you to package
your systems to make them easier and more effective for team
members to use.

You now have a list of the
building blocks of
successful business
systems. 



6 STEPS TO REDESIGN YOUR CORE
SYSTEM

Pick One Core System and Do This Process Now!

1. Identify your core systems in each pillar of your business.

a. What are your “core” systems?
i. The ones that create the highest value (output)
ii. The ones that cost the most (input)

2.  Layout the current system you are using
     In the event that this system is informal or worse, in your 
     head, write out your draft of this system.

3. Tear apart your current system and brainstorm ways to 
     improve it:

a.  Which outcomes of the system are “must-haves” and
which results are incidental or “nice to haves”? 

 
b.  How could you reduce the steps or decrease the
resources needed and still generate the needed results?
And generate an improved result? 

 
c.  Which steps could be combined? Automated?
Simplified? Outsourced? 

 
d.  How could you speed up the process? Reduce the
people needed to perform the process? 



6 STEPS TO REDESIGN YOUR CORE
SYSTEM (CONTINUED)

4.  Smooth out the ideas you’ve generated into a cohesive  
     system. 

Pay attention to the FORMAT of the system, not just the
process. The process ensures the system can work; the
format ensures that people actually USE the system and
get the results you want.

5.  Implement and track the new system. Is it really an 
improvement? [NOTE: Every core system should have
some meaningful control in place to monitor its
effectiveness.]

6.  Repeat the process with the next system.

e.  How could you make the system more robust? More
stable? Less prone to error? 

 
f.   How could you upgrade the value the system creates
(internally or externally)? Increase the value in a way that
decreases the cost to produce the result? Or marginally
increases the cost to produce but so enhances the value
of the output that you can get a price increase for the
value offering now?



10 POWER QUESTIONS TO ASK WHEN
YOU DESIGN OR REDESIGN A PROCESS 

1. Can we / how can we reduce the steps? 

2. Can we / how can we combine steps to simplify the
process?

3. Can we repurpose an existing system or tool to save us
time or give us a better result?

4. How can we speed up this process?

5. How can we automate this process? 

6. How can we semi-automate this process?

7. How can we template this process?

8. How can we lower the costs of doing this process without
impacting the value of the output? 

9. What simple changes or improvements can we make to
increase the value of the output? 

10. Who else in the world has a related process or tool we
can learn from to help us better design this process?



STANDARD OPERATING PROCEDURE
TEMPLATE

Step-by-step description of
how to reach the SOP goal. 

This can be accompanied by a
SOP flow chart to assist the
user in understanding what
the steps are, who is involved
and where decision points
are.

STANDARD OPERATING PROCEDURE

Name

Revision Number

Owner

Implementation date

Last review date

Approver

OVERVIEW

Goal

Procedure

Responsibilities

Tools and Supports

Goal Why is this SOP being developed? 
What is the desired outcome of this SOP? 

Who is responsible in this process? 
Who is driving it to reach the desired outcome? 

What tools and supports does the user need to meet
the SOP goal? E.g. training, coaching, supervisor
approval, leaflets. 
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